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ABSTRACT
Complex tasks for heterogeneous data sources, such as finding and linking named entities in text documents or detecting objects in images, often require multiple steps to be
solved in a processing pipeline. In most of the cases, there
exist numerous, exchangeable software components for a single step, each an ”expert” for data with certain characteristics. Deciding which expert to apply to which observed data
instance given potential prior and future steps becomes a
challenge that is even hard for humans to decide. We therefore define so-called ”meta-dependencies” to assess expert
performances, and use them for decision-making via Online
Model-Free- and Batch Reinforcement Learning (RL) approaches, building on techniques from Contextual Bandits
(CBs) and Statistical Relational Learning (SRL). The resulting system automatically learns to pick the best pipeline
of experts for a given set of data points. We evaluate our
approach for Entity Linking on text corpora with heterogeneous characteristics (such as news articles or tweets). Our
empirical results improve the estimation of expert accuracies
as well as the out-of-the-box performance of the original experts without manual tuning.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Complex tasks for heterogeneous data sources often require multiple steps to be solved in a pipeline. Entity linking, for example, is a two-step problem where text is tokenized to (i) find named entities and (ii) linked them to a
knowledge base. In most of the cases, there exist numerous,
exchangeable software components for a single step, each an
”expert” for data with certain characteristics. We call such
settings Decision Making with Multi-Step Expert Advice.
Combining the outputs of exchangeable experts, e.g. by
majority vote, can improve the overall performance, but
might fail if experts correlate or display high degrees of
variance in their performances. Moreover, two experts solving two subsequent steps might be syntactically compatible
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but produce bad results when plugged together. Learning
weights for experts is, thus, crucial to query promising experts and keep ”good” candidates throughout multiple steps.
Well-established decision-theoretic frameworks partially
deal with these problems, including Decision-Making with
Expert Advice (EA) [6] where exchangeable experts are sequentially weighted for single-step problems, Budgeted EA
[1] where additional budgets are set on expert queries, Contextual Bandits (CBs) [3] where all experts might be queried
but only the subset with the chosen action get feedback and,
finally, Contextual Markov Decision Processes (CMDPs) [8]
which consider a multi-step CB problem setting, where one
outcome is rewarded per step.
Still, none of the frameworks cover our setting at once,
leading us to define so-called Expert Processes (EPs). EPs
enable learning fine-grained expert weights by considering
the impact of current decisions on future experts and not
being overly restrictive in rewarding outcomes.
A key problem for such processes is knowledge transfer,
as state spaces might be highly heterogeneous. For Entity
Linking, the input space might comprise tweets, news articles or scraped web pages which cause high variance in
the performances of experts. Having learned models from
tweets, thus, does not directly transfer to news articles. To
this end, we introduce so-called meta-dependencies which
enable to learn context-specific non-parametric supervised
models based on domain-dependent kernels and single- as
well as pairwise behaviours of experts.
We first define EPs, before introducing meta-dependencies
and our learning approaches. We describe our evaluation,
summarize our work and give a short outlook.

2.

EXPERT PROCESSES

An expert process EP [10] is a 7-tuple (S, E, A, R, T, H, M)
based on Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) [11] with S the
set of all states, E the set of all experts, A the set of all possible actions, T : S h ×Ah → S h+1 the deterministic transition
h
function, R : S h × Ah → [0, 1]D the reward function, H the
number of steps and M the budget per step. The state set
S = S 1 ∪ S 2 ∪ . . . ∪ S H+1 consists of H + 1 disjunct, heterogeneous state spaces. The reward R(sh , ah ) is a vector of
local feedback received after choosing action ah in state sh .
We are given a set E of Nh experts, where in step h of the
EP a subset of E = E 1 ∪ E 2 ∪ . . . ∪ E H is available for being
queried. An expert eh is a function eh : S h → AR, where
AR ⊆ S h × S h+1 are action relations for mapping decision
candidates. We denote ∆E : S h → S h+1 the action suggestion of expert eh for state sh . The budget Mh confines the

number of (state, expert)-pairs to query in step h.
estimate is defined as Q(sh , ah ) =
PThe Q-function
P
d
d s∈sh
e∈E h we ( s) ∗ 1{∆e (d s)=d a} with expert weights:
weh (d sh ) = R(d sh , ∆eh (d sh ))
X
T (sh+1 |sh , ah )
+ δ
sh+1 ∈Ŝ h+1

max

ah+1 ∈Ah+1

Q(sh+1 , ah+1 )

(1)
where δ defines the impact of future rewards and
∆eh (d sh )) ∈ ah . Finally, the reward of the decision proPDh h d h d h
P
cess can be defined as Rcum = E[ H
d=1 R ( s , a )].
h=1
To learn expert weights for EPs, we now introduce the
concept of meta-dependencies.

3.

META-DEPENDENCIES

A meta-dependency expresses a relation between a decision candidate d sh and either (i) two experts ehi , ehj of the
same step, (ii) two experts ehi , eh+1
of subsequent steps or
j
(iii) a single expert eh . It approximates how single- or pairs
of experts behave for a decision candidate based on behavioral measures µ : S h × Ah × Ah → [0, 1] to assess d shi on
similar decision candidates c shj in its neighbourhood, using
a domain dependent kernel κ ∈ K with κ : S h × S h → [0, 1].
While (iii) is the analogy to function approximation techniques for the meta-analysis of single experts, (i) and (ii)
are classes of pairwise measures which enable an agent to
decide which experts cooperate well. The central idea is
that adequate domain-dependent kernels (e.g. based on
word embeddings) can construct neighbourhoods for a decision candidate which comprise related decision candidates
with known rewards weighted by their distance. A metadependency might then be able to better reuse known rewards from different data distributions.
As an example for a pairwise intra-step expert metadependency (type (i)), the (, θ)-dependency of a pair
(ehi , ehj , d sh ) with κ, µ is expressed as:
h h d h
MDκ,µ
1 (ei , ej , s ) =
P
d h l h
l h
l h
l h
l sh ∈N (d sh ) κ( s , s )µ( s , ∆eh ( s ), ∆eh ( s ))
κ
i
j
P
d h l h
l sh ∈N (d sh ) κ( s , s )
κ

(2)

with Nκ (d shi ) = {l shj |κ(d shi , l shj ) ≥ γ} the decreasingly
sorted
neighbourhood of d sh with minimal similarity γ,  =
P
d h l h
l sh ∈Nκ (d sh ) κ( s , s )
|Nκ (d sh )|
d h d h
R(d sh ,d ah
i )+R( s , aj )

,|Nκ (d sh )| ≥ θ and µ(d sh , d ahi , d ahj ) =

the joint precision of two experts.
2
Based on various domain-dependent kernels and behavioural measures, resulting meta-dependencies have to be
weighted and combined to derive an estimate for expert
weights. We approach this by two Reinforcement Learning
(RL) approaches in online and batch settings.

4.

RL FOR EXPERT PROCESSES

The main challenge to solve EPs – in addition to taking into account heterogeneous state spaces – is dealing
with step-specific budgets and the resulting partial feedback,
making RL key for EPs. We thus explore different relationships among meta-dependencies to express expert weights
and, then, learn so-called meta-weights.

In our Online RL approach, we exploit existing approaches
for partial feedback in one-step decision-making (i.e. CBs
and Budgeted EA) and take into account future rewards
with inter-step meta-dependencies. The baseline is the Multiplicative Weights / Hedge (MWH) algorithm [2] for the
budget-free EA setting (where experts are weighted exponentially to their performance) which we adapt to EPs.
The Batch RL approach assumes the option to collect
Zbatch samples before updating expert weights. To learn expert weights, we use Probabilistic Soft Logic (PSL) [7, 5] –
a modeling language for Hinge-loss Markov Random Fields
(HL-MRFs) [4] where a HL-MRF is a conditional probabilistic model over continuous random variables. A model
in PSL comprises weighted, first-order logic rules with features defining a Markov network. We argue and show that –
among others – modelling meta-dependencies as PSL rules
and learning their meta-weights is well-suited for collectively
learning expert weights.

5.

EMPIRICAL EVALUATION

We evaluate our methods based on an EP for named entity recognition (NER) and disambiguation (NED) for news
articles and tweets. The EP has H = 2 with S 1 a state space
over words, S 2 a state space over named entities and S 3 a
state space over disambiguated named entities, i.e. resources
available in a structured knowledge base (e.g. DBpedia [9] or
YAGO [12]). Our evaluation measures (i.e precision, recall
and f1-measure) are based on benchmark GERBIL [13].
The results show that our approaches can determine the
accuracy of NER and NED Web services as experts. In addition to accuracies, our approaches improve the performance
of the original web services in terms of f1-measure and precision, whereas the highest recall of a web service could not be
reached. Finally, learnt weights for tweets were successfully
applied to articles, making knowledge transfer possible [10].

6.

CONCLUSION

We formalized EPs for Multi-Step Expert Advice by
reusing central concepts of EA, Budgeted EA, MDPs and
CMDPs.
For learning distribution-independent expert
weights, we introduced meta-dependencies based on characteristics of data points. We argued that these metadependencies can be best exploited by Model-Free Online
RL Learning based on MWH and Model-Free Batch RL with
PSL as function approximator, both enabling to learn metaweights which can be used for unseen data. Our approaches
were evaluated for an Entity Linking EP, where they were
able to provide superior results for estimating accuracies of
experts and optimizing the overall outcome.

7.

FUTURE WORK

We solve EPs assuming a central agent, but a decentralized Multi-Agent System might enable higher degrees of scalability due to parallelization and higher degrees of generalizability of learned weights due to self-interest of each agent.
Also, while we only evaluate the capability of transferring
knowledge to different data distributions, knowledge transfer
between different EPs might be a next step. Here, learned
meta-weights for meta-dependencies potentially need to be
adapted to novel sub-steps. This also entails transferring
known inter-step meta-dependencies to new expert pairs.
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